Miraculous Ladybug
“special episode on Plastic”

& free educational resources for primary teachers.

A Netflix special episode on Plastic + educational workshops
The Breteau Foundation (BF) has partnered with Miraculous Ladybug, a world leading Netflix children’s
animated tv-series to produce a special one off environmental episode on Plastic for children aged
between 7-11 years. BF is also creating a Portfolio of Education Workshops (complete with resources and
lesson plans) available for free.

For Primary Teachers
The environmental plastic episode and educational workshops are designed for primary teachers and educators from across the world to use in their school or educational setting. Each workshop comes with a full
lesson plan, resources, literacy and numeracy ideas and is aligned to the curriculum.

To empower children to become Plastic Changemakers
Children already know about this issue and demand change. Not only is awareness important but inspiring
children with practical solutions and showing them ways to tackle the problem to bring positive change is
crucial. Our environmental epsiode and workshops raise awareness but more importantly equip children
with the information and skills to become Plastic changemakers.

Coming in 2023
The educational film and workshops will be available for free on the Breteau Foundation website in 2023
starting with 6 languages (English, Spanish, Portuguese, French, Italian, Norwegian). Pre-register here to be
the first to receive exclusive updates!

Special TV episode on Plastic to watch +

Educational Workshops for the classroom

26min one-off episode on Plastic

Designed by educators for educators

Entertaining and educational

Step-by-step comprehensive lesson plans including resources

Available in 6 languages

STEAM, literacy and numeracy opportunities included

Accessible for streaming offline and online

Linked to the curriculum

Plastic:
the story so far

The 3Rs: Reduce,
Reuse, Recycle

Innovators
& Inventors

Children will learn why
Plastic was created, its
benefits and how its
overproduction is
causing an
Environmental Crisis.

Children will explore
plastic items in their
everyday lives and
make informed choices
about what they buy,
use and consume.

Children will work
together using STEAM
Methodology to create
& develop innovative
Plastic solutions

Youth
Empowerment
& Leadership

Become a Plastic
Advocate

Children will explore
what leadership is and
learn skills to be able
to take action now.

Children will create
an environmental
campaign to promote
Plastic advocacy in
their

